
Do the new ingredients change the flavour and colour of Moa? The 
colour and taste are similar, but you may notice a slight difference with 
the substitution of Stevia for Agave, and the change from a synthetic 
preservative to a natural one.
 
What is Moa’s new packaging like? Instead of one 32-ounce bottle, 
Moa now comes in 30, 1.7 fl oz/50 mL Go Pouches. These Go Pouches 
are easy to travel with and share with friends, family and prospects.

What is Bergavit®? Bergavit is a standardised extract that helps 
support a healthy immune system. 

Why is Bergavit® included in Moa? It is the most concentrated 
form of Bergamot available. 

Moa Upgrades FAQ

The new formula includes the following:

20% increase of the Mushroom Complex for maximum benefits 

Lion’s Mane and Agaricus, two mushrooms full of antioxidants

Bergavit®, a nutraceutical bergamot extract that supports health

NATRIIX™, an award-winning, patent-pending, proprietary 
preservative to keep Moa fresh and bursting with flavour

We have many exciting upgrades 
and new ingredients in Moa™!



What size are the Moa Go Pouches? They are 1.7 fl oz (50 mL) each.

How many Go Pouches are in one box? There are 30 pouches per box.

Why was Moa’s preservative upgraded? NATRIIX replaces Moa’s  
former preservative as a more natural alternative.

What is NATRIIX made of? NATRIIX is a revolutionary blend  
of essential oils, culinary herbs and cultured compounds.

Is NATRIIX effective? Microbial studies show that NATRIIX is just  
as effective at keeping foods fresh as synthetic competitors. 

How do I store Moa Go Pouches? You can keep them in the  
refrigerator to chill or in a cool, dry place out of direct sunlight. 

How long does Moa remain fresh after opening? Each packet  
contains one single serving. We recommend taking it all at once.  
If you must save your packet once it is open, please use it within  
24 hours for best results. 

How are the mushrooms in Moa grown and harvested? The 
mush¬rooms in our rejuvenating complex are grown and harvested 
through a cutting-edge process known as MycoFusion®, which ampli-
fies the mushrooms’ value and unlocks their properties. 

How should I take Moa? Since Moa now comes in a convenient, single- 
serve Go Pouch, you can simply open the top and enjoy. You may also 
add it to fruit juice or a smoothie.

What are the Go Pouches made of? The pouches are made of a foil 
laminate. These pouches greatly reduce our landfill footprint.  


